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Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

(Received 23 February 2017; accepted 30 March 2017; published online 13 April 2017)

Rapidly rotating Rayleigh–Bénard convection is studied using time-resolved particle image velocime-
try and three-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry. Approaching the geostrophic regime of
rotating convection, where the flow is highly turbulent and at the same time dominated by the Coriolis
force, typically requires dedicated setups with either extreme dimensions or troublesome working
fluids (e.g., cryogenic helium). In this study, we explore the possibilities of entering the geostrophic
regime of rotating convection with classical experimental tools: a table-top conventional convection
cell with a height of 0.2 m and water as the working fluid. In order to examine our experimental mea-
surements, we compare the spatial vorticity autocorrelations with the statistics from simulations of
geostrophic convection reported earlier in [D. Nieves et al., “Statistical classification of flow morphol-
ogy in rapidly rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection,” Phys. Fluids 26, 086602 (2014)]. Our findings
show that we have indeed access to the geostrophic convection regime and can observe the signatures
of the typical flow features reported in the aforementioned simulations. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4980072]

I. INTRODUCTION

Rotating Rayleigh–Bénard convection (RRBC), a layer of
fluid heated from below and cooled from above while rotating
about a vertical axis, is a classical system to model various
geophysical and astrophysical flows, e.g., liquid metal cores
of terrestrial planets, rapidly rotating stars, and Earth’s ocean
currents.1–3 These systems satisfy two conditions: they are
highly turbulent and at the same time dominated by the Corio-
lis force. Maintaining high levels of turbulence while the flow
is rotationally constrained imposes severe difficulties in both
experiments and simulations. In experiments it is exceedingly
hard to maintain a rotation-dominated flow without enact-
ing significant centrifugal buoyancy. The limitations on the
simulations arise from the enormous range of (physical and
temporal) scales to be resolved: Ekman-type boundary layers
near no-slip plates in a rotating fluid are typically very thin and
waves in such rotating fluids require small time steps in simu-
lations. These limitations to the numerical solution of the full
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations (in the Boussinesq
approximation) in the rapidly rotating limit have led Julien
and co-workers to formulate a set of asymptotically reduced
equations in the limit Ro → 0, where Ro is the Rossby num-
ber, the ratio of inertial and Coriolis forces.4,5 While these
asymptotically reduced equations neglect the Ekman bound-
ary layer and fast inertial waves, the gain is huge. Therefore,
these equations have been widely used to characterize the flow
morphologies from the onset of convection to geostrophic tur-
bulence.5–10 Very recently, Ekman pumping effects are also
incorporated in these equations, see Refs. 11 and 12.

At small enough Ro, experiments and direct numerical
simulations (DNSs) of the full Navier–Stokes equations (in
the Boussinesq approximation) should give similar results as

simulations of the asymptotically reduced equations. Up to
now, most of the experiments13–23 and DNSs16,18,24–27 did not
reach deep into the rapidly rotating convection regime. The
few experimental and numerical studies that entered decisively
into this regime9,28–30 primarily use the overall heat transfer
to characterize rapidly rotating Rayleigh–Bénard convection
and identify transitions between flow regimes from changes
in the heat-flux scaling. These findings suggest a phase dia-
gram as sketched in Figure 1, with the Ekman number Ek
indicating the ratio of viscous forces over Coriolis forces and
the strength of thermal forcing is quantified by the Rayleigh
number Ra and normalized by its critical value Racr for the
onset of convective motion. Racr grows as the rotation rate is
increased.31 Different turbulent regimes can be identified: (I)
the rotation-unaffected regime where large scale circulation is
the main feature of the flow and the heat flux remains constant;
(II) the rotation-affected regime where rotation-aligned vorti-
cal plumes characterize the flow and the heat flux increases
with increasing background rotation (for Pr > 1, where Pr
is the Prandtl number; it specifies the diffusive properties of
the fluid); and (III) the geostrophic regime where the flow is
principally governed by a balance of the Coriolis force and
the pressure gradient force and the heat flux drops dramati-
cally with increase in the background rotation. In Figure 1,
the dashed and solid black lines indicate the transitions to the
rotation-affected and the geostrophic regimes, respectively,
for Pr = 0.7, see Ref. 28. The two gray dashed lines indi-
cate the proposed alternative predictions for the transition
to the geostrophic regime suggested by Ref. 16 (upper gray
dashed line, for Pr ≈ 7) and Ref. 32 (lower gray dashed line,
for Pr ≈ 4.5 − 11). The dotted line is the lower bound of
the geostrophic regime (Ra/Racr ' 3, see Ref. 28), below
which linear or chaotic convection is expected. The filled blue
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of rotating convection as proposed by Ref. 28. The
transition between rotation-unaffected regime and rotation-affected regime
(for Pr = 0.7, obtained from heat-transfer measurements in cryogenic helium
and given by Ra = 0.086Ek�2) is indicated by the dashed black line.28

The aforementioned transition for Pr ≈ 6 is out of the graph, given by Ra
= 24Ek�2, see Ref. 28. The solid black line, given by Ra = 0.25Ek�1.8, is
the proposed crossover to the geostrophic regime for Pr = 0.7. The two gray
dashed lines are the alternative predictions of the transition to the geostrophic
regime suggested by Refs. 16 and 32. These lines are given by Ra = 1.4Ek�7/4

(upper dashed line, for Pr ≈ 7) and Ra ≈ 10Ek−3/2 (lower dashed line, for
Pr ≈ 4.5−11), respectively. The dotted black line indicates the transition to a
regime of linear or chaotic convection at Ra/Racr ' 3 as proposed by Ref. 28.
The filled blue circles are for the current experiments with Pr ≈ 6 − 8. The
open red symbols are the literature data; diamonds from Ref. 16, circles from
Ref. 17, upright triangles from Ref. 20, squares from Ref. 28, and stars from
Ref. 29.

and open red symbols correspond to the current experimental
data and the data from the literature, respectively.16,17,20,28,29

Red symbols are further explained in the caption of Figure 1.
Note that the transition between the rotation-unaffected and
rotation-affected regimes in Figure 1 (dashed black line) is
plotted for Pr = 0.7. This transition strongly depends on Pr
and the corresponding transition for Pr ' 7 (similar to Pr
number in our experimental data) is vertically above the axis
limits of Figure 1. On the other hand, the transition between
the rotation-affected and the geostrophic regimes, which is of
interest in this study, is reported to be less affected by Pr, see
Ref. 28.

The experiments that conclusively reached the geostrophic
regime are highly dedicated setups with either lack of optical
access28 (red open squares in Figure 1) or extreme dimen-
sions29 (red open stars in Figure 1). In Ref. 28 cryogenic
helium gas near its critical point at 5.2 K is used as the
working fluid and in Ref. 29 a 1.6 m tall convection cell
is used compared to commonly used 0.2–0.4 m tall con-
vection cells. Only qualitative flow visualizations have been
performed in Ref. 29. The commonly used convection cells
and rotating tables can reach Ekman values down to approxi-
mately 3 × 10−6, allowing for a small part of the geostrophic
regime to be accessible. In this paper we want to push our
setup to the limit of rapid rotation at correspondingly cho-
sen Rayleigh numbers to assess whether we can explore the
geostrophic regime and use optical flow diagnostics to obtain
statistics of the flow features to compare to the results from the

asymptotic simulations. A favorable comparison is certainly
not guaranteed, given the difference in boundary conditions
(no-slip for experiments and stress-free for the asymptotic
simulations) as well as the unavoidable centrifugal effect in
experiments that prevents the application of very large rota-
tion rates. Nevertheless, we achieve a surprisingly favorable
agreement.

The simulations of the asymptotic equations have revealed
four distinct flow structures, namely, cellular convection, con-
vective Taylor columns (CTCs), plumes, and geostrophic-
turbulence.5,8,9 The cellular state occurs just above the onset
of convection; it is characterized by densely packed thin hot
and cold columns spanning the entire vertical extent of the
flow domain. Departing from the onset of convection (Ra
increases), these cells may develop into well-separated ver-
tically aligned vortical convective Taylor columns (CTCs),
surrounded by shields of vorticity of opposite sign. Another
mode of convection consists of plumes with less vertical
coherence and no shields. A final state is called “geostrophic-
turbulence,” where the vertical coherence is lost almost com-
pletely and the interior is fully turbulent. Note that all four
convection modes are part of the geostrophic regime, which
should thus not uniquely be identified with the geostrophic-
turbulence state alone. The occurrence of these four states
is strongly dependent on the Prandtl number Pr: at lower
Pr . 3 no Taylor columns are formed, while the geostrophic-
turbulence state remained out of reach for Pr & 7 in the
simulations.6

Nieves et al.8 have reported earlier that the spatial auto-
correlations of temperature, calculated from simulations of the
asymptotically reduced equations, can be employed to dif-
ferentiate between these different states. They also mention
that for that purpose one could also use vertical vorticity or
vertical velocity; the results should be almost identical (see
also Ref. 5). We shall use vertical vorticity as a proxy for
temperature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
experimental parameters are given in Sec. II A. The experi-
mental setup and the measurement techniques are discussed
in Sec. II B. In Sec. III A, the results of the spatial autocor-
relation of the vertical vorticity are discussed. Next, the flow
coherence along the axis of rotation is discussed in Sec. III B.
We discuss our main findings in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND PARAMETERS
A. Experimental parameters

Rotating Rayleigh–Bénard convection is characterized by
three nondimensional parameters, namely, the Rayleigh num-
ber Ra, the Prandtl number Pr, and the Ekman number Ek.
These parameters are defined as

Ra =
gβ∆TH3

νκ
, (1)

Pr =
ν

κ
, (2)

Ek =
ν

2ΩH2
. (3)

In these definitions, g is the gravitational acceleration, β is the
thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, ∆T is the applied
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temperature difference,Ω is the rotation rate, ν is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid, κ is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid,
and H the cell height. The Rossby number, Ro, is also widely
used in rotating Rayleigh–Bénard convection and is defined
as

Ro =

√
βg∆T/H

2Ω
=

√
Ra
Pr

Ek. (4)

The importance of the centrifugal buoyancy can be assessed
by the Froude number, defined as

Fr =
Ω2R

g
, (5)

where R is the radius of the convection cell.
Chandrasekhar31 used a linear stability analysis to

demarcate the onset of convection and he found that Racr

' 8.6956Ek−4/3 for small values of Ek, where Racr is the
Rayleigh number at the onset of convection, below which the
flow halts and diffusion is the only active way of heat trans-
fer. The value RaEk4/3 is thus a similar parameter to Ra/Racr

that is used to specify the distance to Racr . We shall use
RaEk4/3 to indicate the supercriticality, keeping in mind that
RaEk4/3 ' 8.6956 marks the onset of convection.

Approaching the onset of convection can be achieved
either by variation of the background rotation (Ω) or by vari-
ation of the temperature difference (∆T ). In the present study,
both approaches have been examined and compared.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of a cylindrical convec-
tion cell (aspect ratio, Γ = 1 and cell height, H = 0.2 m) and
a camera system. The cylindrical convection cell, the same
as the one used in Refs. 33–36, consists of a copper heating
plate at the bottom, a transparent cooling chamber at the top,
and a Plexiglas cylindrical vessel connecting the bottom to the

top. The cylindrical vessel is placed inside a cubic box and the
intervening region is filled with the same fluid as the work-
ing fluid, water, in order to minimize the distortion of the light
source. A detailed description of the convection cell is provided
in Refs. 35 and 36. Two different experimental techniques are
used; time-resolved two-dimensional particle image velocime-
try (PIV) and three-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry
(3D-PTV). The 3D-PTV data provide information at different
vertically distributed horizontal planes along the axis of rota-
tion, while PIV data provide information only at one horizontal
plane but at higher spatial resolution and an extended planar
view.

For PIV measurements a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (MegaPlus ES2020, 1600× 1200 pixels) is placed
above the cylindrical cell. The camera is equipped with a
50 mm lens. The illumination is provided by a Nd:YAG laser
(Quantel CFR400) with a dominant wavelength of 532 nm.
Negative cylindrical and positive lenses are used to achieve a
laser sheet with a thickness of less than 1 mm. The camera and
the laser are triggered by an external function generator at a
frequency of 15 Hz. PIV polyamide seeding particles (density
ρp = 1030 kg/cm3, diameter dp = 30–70 µm) are used.

For 3D-PTV measurements, four CCD cameras (the same
camera as used for PIV), located above the cell, record the
flow field. Four arrays of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with
a dominant wavelength of 455 nm illuminate a volume of
80× 60× 50 mm3 (x, y, z). The cameras and LEDs are trig-
gered by a function generator at a frequency of either 15 Hz or
30 Hz, depending on the flow field. Fluorescent polyethylene
particles (density ρp = 1002 kg/cm3, diameter dp = 75–90 µm)
are used as tracer particles. The details of the 3D-PTV system
are given in Refs. 35 and 36.

The PIV experiments are performed in a horizontal planar
cross section at z = 0.8H, where the bottom plate is at z = 0.

TABLE I. Details of the PIV data sets. In the table, Tmax and Tmin are the hot and cold plate temperatures, respectively, Lc is the critical length (defined as
Lc = 4.8154Ek1/3, see Ref. 31), Tb is the buoyancy time scale defined as Tb =Tv ((Ra−Racr )Ek4/3/Pr)−1/2, where Tv is the viscous time scale, Tv = (Ek1/3H)2/ν.
The definitions of Tb and Tv are taken from Ref. 8. Viscosity and thermal diffusivity are evaluated at the mean temperature; different mean temperatures thus
lead to minor variations in the parameter values such as, the Ekman number.

RaEk4/3 Ω (rad/s) Tmax (◦C) Tmin (◦C) Ro Pr Ek ×106 Racr ×10−8 Ra ×10−8 Fr Lc (mm) Tb (s)

Temperature changes 18 4.12 22 18.5 0.023 7.01 3.02 1.99 4.1 0.17 13.93 7.38
19 4.12 18.5 14 0.023 7.85 3.35 1.74 3.74 0.17 14.44 7.18
24 4.12 19.5 14 0.026 7.74 3.31 1.76 4.78 0.17 14.34 5.88
26 4.12 23.5 18.5 0.028 6.88 2.97 2.03 6.1 0.17 13.85 5.31
32 4.12 21 14 0.03 7.58 3.24 1.81 6.50 0.17 14.25 4.76
39 4.12 25.5 18.5 0.034 6.71 2.91 2.10 9.1 0.17 13.74 4.09
40 4.12 22.5 14 0.034 7.43 3.18 1.85 8.41 0.17 14.17 4.0
50 4.12 27.5 18.5 0.039 6.53 2.84 2.16 12.5 0.17 13.64 3.40
63 4.12 29.5 18.5 0.044 6.36 2.77 2.23 16.3 0.17 13.53 2.95
80 4.12 29 14 0.049 6.79 2.94 2.07 18.9 0.17 13.80 2.62

Rotation changes 14 2.75 21.6 20 0.023 6.91 4.47 1.18 1.92 0.08 15.86 12.37
19 2.25 21.6 20 0.029 6.91 5.47 0.90 1.92 0.05 16.98 10.56
22 2 21.6 20 0.032 6.91 6.15 0.77 1.92 0.04 17.64 9.95
27 1.75 21.6 20 0.037 6.91 7.03 0.65 1.92 0.03 18.45 9.45
32 1.5 21.6 20 0.043 6.91 8.20 0.53 1.92 0.02 19.42 9.03
41 1.25 21.6 20 0.052 6.91 9.48 0.41 1.92 0.02 20.64 8.68
55 1 21.6 20 0.065 6.91 12.30 0.31 1.92 0.01 22.23 8.4
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TABLE II. Details of the 3D-PTV data sets; see the caption of Table I for more details.

RaEk4/3 Ω (rad/s) Tmax (◦C) Tmin (◦C) Ro Pr Ek ×106 Racr ×10−8 Ra ×10−8 Fr Lc (mm) Tb (s)

Temperature changes 18 4.12 22 18.5 0.023 7.01 3.02 1.99 4.1 0.17 13.93 7.38
26 4.12 23.5 18.5 0.028 6.88 2.97 2.03 6.1 0.17 13.85 5.31
39 4.12 25.5 18.5 0.034 6.71 2.91 2.10 9.1 0.17 13.74 4.09
50 4.12 27.5 18.5 0.039 6.53 2.84 2.16 12.5 0.17 13.64 3.40
63 4.12 29.5 18.5 0.044 6.36 2.77 2.23 16.3 0.17 13.53 2.95

120 4.12 37.5 18.5 0.062 5.76 2.53 2.52 34.9 0.17 13.13 2.02

Rotation changes 54 4.12 27 17 0.041 6.7 2.9 2.10 13.0 0.17 13.74 3.27
67 3.5 27 17 0.048 6.7 3.42 1.69 13.0 0.13 14.51 3.21
85 2.91 27 17 0.057 6.7 4.11 1.31 13.0 0.09 15.43 3.16

142 2 27 17 0.0083 6.7 5.98 0.80 13.0 0.04 17.49 3.01
183 1.65 27 17 0.1 6.7 7.25 0.32 13.0 0.03 18.64 3.07
212 1 31 26 0.13 5.68 10.30 0.38 9.43 0.01 20.97 3.84

The volumetric PTV experiments cover a volume between z
= 0.76H and z = 0.96H. For both PIV and 3D-PTV measure-
ments, the center of the measurement domain coincides with
the axis of rotation. The details of the experimental param-
eters, conducted by PIV and 3D-PTV, are summarized in
Tables I and II, respectively.

C. Data validation

3D-PTV naturally provides the data in the Lagrangian
frame of reference. However, here we are interested in vari-
ables in the Eulerian frame of reference. Therefore, interpola-
tion on a regular grid is inevitable. In the current experimental
3D-PTV data, an average number of 2700 randomly distributed
particles are tracked at each time step. The particle veloc-
ity along a trajectory is calculated using a second-order finite
difference method. Then, the velocities of these randomly dis-
tributed particles are interpolated (triangulation-based linear
interpolation) on a regular grid with 3 mm grid spacing. Inter-
polation acts as a filter, consequently some (high-frequency,
small-scales) information might not pass through the inter-
polation. We examine the effects of the interpolation on our
3D-PTV data by comparison of the interpolated 3D-PTV data
and the spatially resolved PIV data as an a posteriori check. A
comprehensive discussion of the physical interpretation of the
spatial vorticity autocorrelations is given in Sec. III A; how-
ever, here we are only focused on the (dis)similarities between
PIV and 3D-PTV data. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the spa-
tial vorticity autocorrelations from PIV and 3D-PTV for two

experiments at RaEk4/3 = 18 and 63, respectively. Each point
in the plot is equidistant from the neighboring points and its
distance represents the grid spacing (spatial resolution) of each
technique. It is also clear from Figures 2(a) and 2(b) that PIV
has a considerably higher spatial resolution compared to 3D-
PTV and thus it is considered as a benchmark to validate the
3D-PTV data. The horizontal bars indicate the uncertainty as a
function of the separation distance, d. Note that the uncertainty
grows with d due to the accumulation of errors. The deviation
for RaEk4/3 = 18 is larger than that of RaEk4/3 = 63. Note
that the flow motion is considerably slower (more stable) for
RaEk4/3 = 18 compared to RaEk4/3 = 63. Hence, minor imper-
fections (e.g., the differences in the ambient temperature for
two different sets of the experiment) have a greater impact on
the reproducibility of the data for RaEk4/3 = 18, thus the devi-
ations between 3D-PTV data and PIV data might come from
the reproducibility of the data. However, as can be seen from
the graph, the deviations are well within the uncertainty range
for both RaEk4/3 = 18 and 63. It is concluded that the interpo-
lated 3D-PTV data have sufficient quality for the purpose of
this study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Throughout this paper, the terminology “vorticity” is
used to refer to the “vertical component of the vorticity vec-
tor.” We start with a qualitative analysis of the flow field.
Figures 3(a)–3(c) show snapshots of the vorticity field from

FIG. 2. The spatial vertical vorticity
autocorrelation from PIV and 3D-
PTV data for (a) RaEk4/3 = 18 and (b)
RaEk4/3 = 63. The points on each curve
are equidistant from the neighbouring
points and their distances represent the
spatial resolution of each technique. The
horizontal bars indicate the uncertainty
as a function of the separation distance,
d. The uncertainty grows with d due to
accumulation of the errors.
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FIG. 3. The vorticity field from PIV
measurements for (a) RaEk4/3 = 18, (b)
RaEk4/3 = 50, and (c) RaEk4/3 = 80. The
vertical and horizontal axes are in mm
and the color bar is in units of 1/s.

PIV measurements at RaEk4/3 = 18, 50, and 80 (note the dif-
ferences in the color bar ranges). Figure 3(a) can be identified
as the cellular state; it is very similar to Figure 1(a) in Ref. 8.
Note that the figure in Ref. 8 is a planar rendering of the temper-
ature with an area of size 20Lc×20Lc, while Figure 3(a) in this
paper shows a planar view of the vorticity in a much smaller
region (∼7Lc × 6Lc). Judging from these plots, the transition
from the cellular state to the plume state is a gradual one. The
columnar state, which is represented by well separated con-
vective Taylor columns, is not fully developed in Figure 3(b).
However, the plume state is apparent for RaEk4/3 = 80, see
Figure 3(c) (see also Figure 1(c) in Ref. 8). In Secs. III A and
III B, a quantitative analysis based on the vorticity autocorre-
lation is given.

A. Spatial vorticity autocorrelation at z = 0.8H

The spatial vorticity autocorrelation provides information
on the size of the coherent structures. The spatial autocorrela-
tion of the vorticity in the x direction is given by

Rx
ω(d) =

〈ω(x, y, z)ω(x + d, y, z)〉〈
ω2(x, y, z)

〉 , (6)

where ω is the vorticity and d is the separation distance.
Due to the symmetry imposed by the cylindrical cavity, we
define the horizontal autocorrelation as the average of the
spatial autocorrelations in the x and y directions, thus Rxy

ω (d)
= 1

2

(
Rx
ω(d)+Ry

ω(d)
)
. Since Rx

ω(d)'Ry
ω(d) the averaging only

results in a better convergence of the data while it does not
affect any of the conclusions.

Figure 4(a) shows the spatial autocorrelations of the vor-
ticity for some of the experiments at z = 0.8H, see Table I for
more details. The spatial vorticity autocorrelation is found to
decorrelate with itself within d ' 0.8Lc (Lc = 4.8154Ek1/3)
and it shows a persistent negative loop (anti-correlation). The
negative loop is stronger for smaller values of RaEk4/3 (closer
to the onset of convection). The negative loop is an indication

that each vorticity patch is shielded by fluid with an opposite
signed vorticity acting like a blanket at small RaEk4/3 values.
The shields prevent vortex-vortex interactions.5

As mentioned before the autocorrelations of the verti-
cal vorticity, vertical velocity, and temperature are almost
identical, see Refs. 5 and 8. Therefore, we compare vortic-
ity autocorrelations from the experiments with temperature
autocorrelations from the simulations. Figure 4(b) shows the
spatial temperature autocorrelation, taken from Ref. 8. Exper-
iments and simulations show a wavy autocorrelation for small
RaEk4/3 values. The wavy behavior is strongly suppressed
for larger values of RaEk4/3. The strength of the negative
loop decreases with increase in RaEk4/3 which indicates that
the shield becomes weaker with increasing RaEk4/3 in both
experiments and simulations. However, in the simulations
the negative loop disappears at RaEk4/3 = 140 (geostrophic-
turbulence state). The experimental data cover a wide range
of RaEk4/3 between 14 and 212; however, the anti-correlation
is always present in the experimental data. This dissimilar-
ity between experiments and simulations is owing to the fact
that the simulation at RaEk4/3 = 140 (geostrophic-turbulence
state) is performed for Pr = 1, while in the experiments Pr is
approximately 6. Julien et al. reported that larger values of Pr
postpone the transition to the geostrophic-turbulence state.6 In
fact, these authors found a plume state for RaEk4/3 = 160 at Pr
= 7. Therefore, it is expected that the experiments are still in the
plume state even for the largest value RaEk4/3 = 212 applied
here.

A more quantitative comparison between experiments
and simulations is drawn by examining the half-width, the
first zero crossing, the position of the minimum, the sec-
ond zero crossing, and the position of the local maximum of
the spatial vorticity autocorrelation. The experimental values
are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of RaEk4/3. The filled
and open symbols correspond to the PIV and the 3D-PTV
measurements, respectively. It is observed that the spatial vor-
ticity autocorrelation becomes wider with increasing RaEk4/3,

FIG. 4. (a) The spatial autocorrelation
of the vorticity for different RaEk4/3

from the experiments and (b) the spa-
tial autocorrelation of temperature for
different RaEk4/3, taken from Ref. 8.
The horizontal axis is nondimension-
alized by the critical length scale, Lc
= 4.8154Ek1/3.
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FIG. 5. The half-width (circles), the first zero crossing (upright triangles), the
position of the minimum (squares), the second zero crossing (stars), and the
position of the local maximum (right-pointing triangles) of the spatial vorticity
autocorrelations as a function of RaEk4/3. The open symbols are the data from
3D-PTV and filled symbols are the data from PIV. The red and blue symbols
represent the experiments with variation in the temperature difference and
variation in the background rotation, respectively.

e.g., the rate at which the half-width increases with RaEk4/3

is less than that of the second zero crossing. The same result
for the spatial temperature autocorrelation is observed from
simulations in Ref. 8. Our experimental dataset does not con-
tain the second zero crossing and the local maximum for
RaEk4/3 & 85 due to the fact that the structures become wider
and wider with increase in RaEk4/3 and at some point they
become so large that the second zero crossing is beyond the
observation view of the cameras. The extrapolation of the data
reveals that the second zero crossing should keep increasing

with RaEk4/3 (e.g., the estimated second zero crossing value
for RaEk4/3 = 212 is at d/Lc ∼ 2.1).

The half-width (circles), the first zero crossing (upright
triangles), the minimum (squares), and the second zero cross-
ing (stars) from the vorticity autocorrelations are plotted
again in Figures 6(a)–6(d), complimented by the same quanti-
ties obtained from temperature autocorrelations from simula-
tions of the asymptotically reduced equations (the black solid
curves). The simulation data are smaller than the experimen-
tal data. However, it should be emphasized that a one by one
comparison between experiments and simulations is not the
purpose and probably not even legitimate since simulations
are performed for stress-free boundary conditions. Addition-
ally, they are formally only valid for the limiting case Ro → 0,
though Stellmach et al.9 found that the results of simulations
of the asymptotic equations are still consistent with results
from full Navier–Stokes DNS for Ek . 10−7. Furthermore, the
experimental data show the spatial vorticity autocorrelation
while the simulations are for the spatial temperature autocor-
relation. Therefore, we are more interested in the general trends
rather than the actual values. From Figures 6(a)–6(d), it can
be seen that the half-width, the first zero crossing, the position
of the minimum, and the second zero crossing show similar
trends as those of the simulations, but at generally larger values
of d/Lc.

Continuing with the spatial vorticity autocorrelation, the
autocorrelation coefficient values of the minimum (Rxy

ω,min) and

first local maximum (Rxy
ω,max) as a function of RaEk4/3 are pre-

sented in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The solid black lines in Figures
7(a) and 7(b) are guides to the eye through the data points
for RaEk4/3 . 70 and RaEk4/3 & 70. The dashed black lines
indicate RaEk4/3 = 70. The minimum values, see Figure 7(a),

FIG. 6. (a) The half-width, (b) the first
zero crossing, (c) the minimum, and (d)
the second zero crossing of the spatial
vorticity autocorrelation as a function of
RaEk4/3. The black curves are the corre-
sponding values for the autocorrelations
of temperature from simulations of the
asymptotic equations.
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FIG. 7. (a) The minimum (Rxy
ω,min) and

(b) first local maximum (Rxy
ω,max) of

the spatial vorticity autocorrelation as
a function of RaEk4/3. The values for
the asymptotic equations are taken from
the spatial temperature autocorrelations.
The dashed black lines are located at
RaEk4/3 = 70 and the solid black lines
are guides to the eye through the exper-
imental data points for RaEk4/3 . 70
and RaEk4/3 & 70.

approach zero with increasing RaEk4/3. The rate at which the
minimum values change is larger for RaEk4/3 . 70 than that
for RaEk4/3 & 70. The data from simulations are also plotted
in the figure (black stars) with a good quantitative agreement.
Note that it is expected that the anti-correlation disappears for
the geostrophic-turbulence state thus the minimum value is
non-existent in this state. Therefore, there is no value reported
for RaEk4/3 = 140 (geostrophic-turbulence state) from simu-
lations. As discussed before, our experimental measurements
do not cover the geostrophic-turbulence state. The local max-
imum values of the spatial autocorrelations, see Figure 7(b),
show a decrease with increasing RaEk4/3 and they are prac-
tically zero for RaEk4/3 & 70. The simulated values for the
temperature autocorrelations are plotted as black stars and they
show a reasonable agreement.

In conclusion, the spatial vorticity autocorrelations show
similar trends as those of the spatial temperature autocorre-
lations calculated based on the asymptotically reduced equa-
tions. In addition, the spatial vorticity autocorrelation shows a
change in the slope in the vicinity of RaEk4/3 ' 70 which is
most probably due to the transition from the cellular-columnar
state to the plume state. The results of the temporal vorticity
autocorrelations are discussed in the Appendix.

1. Effects of Ekman number on the correlations

The experimental data, see Figures 6(a)–6(d), show that
the blue symbols (experiments with variation in the back-
ground rotation) are generally lower than the red symbols
(experiments with variation in the temperature difference) for
similar RaEk4/3 values. Exploring Tables I and II reveals that
the blue data points possess relatively higher Ek. In other
words, for two experimental data sets with an equal RaEk4/3

value, the dimensionless spatial vorticity autocorrelation is
wider for the data set with a smaller Ek number. The measure-
ment for RaEk4/3 = 55 clearly manifests the effects of large Ek
since it possesses the largest Ek in our data sets.

We examine four different points from both the PIV and
the 3D-PTV measurements, viz., those with RaEk4/3 = 27, 32,
55, and 67; see Tables I and II for details. A true comparison
should be drawn between these points and their limiting case
counterparts where Ek → 0. However, here the limiting case
data are not available; therefore, the points with large Ek are
compared with the data points with smaller Ek (based on the
availability of the experimental data). The experimental data
points with smaller Ek are only available for different RaEk4/3

values and thus an interpolation or extrapolation is required.
For example, the autocorrelation values for the measurement
at RaEk4/3 = 55 (Ek = 12.3 × 10−6-large Ek) are compared
with the interpolated values (linear interpolation) based on
the measurements at RaEk4/3 = 50 (Ek = 2.84 × 10−6) and
RaEk4/3 = 63 (Ek = 2.77 × 10−6). Therefore, we have two
experimental data points with the same RaEk4/3 but different
Ek; for the aforementioned example, we have RaEk4/3 = 55 and
Ek = 12.3 × 10−6 for Eklarge and RaEk4/3 = 55 and Ek = 2.8
× 10−6 for Eksmall. Table III presents the Eklarge and Eksmall

data for all considered cases.
As discussed before, Lc (which is a function of Ek) is used

to nondimensionalize the separation distance in the spatial vor-
ticity autocorrelations (d/Lc). Here, we compare the values of
d/Lc for Eklarge with those of Eksmall for the half-width and
first zero crossing. The ratio RA is defined as

RA =
d/Lc(Eksmall)

d/Lc(Eklarge)
,

where d/Lc(Eklarge) and d/Lc(Eksmall) are the data for the mea-
surements with large and small Ek, respectively, and the same
RaEk4/3. Figure 8 shows the ratio RA at the half-width and
first zero crossing as a function of Eklarge/Eksmall. The points
in the plot from the smallest Eklarge/Eksmall to the largest
Eklarge/Eksmall (left to right) correspond to RaEk4/3 = 67, 27,
32, and 55, respectively, see Table III as well. Note that d/Lc

is dimensionless and it does not explicitly give information
on the physical width of the structures. The ratio RA shows
an increase with Eklarge/Eksmall indicating that dimensionless
structures become smaller with increasing Ek when RaEk4/3

is maintained constant. While the asymptotic equations do not
explicitly depend on Ek and RaEk4/3 is used as a parameter for
description of the flow dynamics, we thus observed a depen-
dency of the flow dynamics on the Ekman number for constant
RaEk4/3. However, it should be noted that this dependency is
small; e.g., if the Ekman number increases by a factor of 5,

TABLE III. Eklarge and Eksmall data for all considered cases. Eksmall repre-
sents the interpolated data.

Eklarge/Eksmall 1.2 2.3 2.7 4.4

RaEk4/3 67 27 32 55
Eklarge × 106 3.42 7.03 8.20 12.30
Eksmall × 106 2.83 3.10 3.07 2.80
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FIG. 8. The ratio RA for different Eklarge/Eksmall , indicating the effects of Ek
on the length scales inferred from the correlations. The blue circles and red
triangles show the ratio RA calculated for half-width and first zero crossing of
the spatial vorticity autocorrelations, respectively.

the typical dimensionless coherency length scale decreases by
approximately 13%.

The physical width of the structure shows the opposite
behavior and it increases with Ek (as expected). Based on the
definition of Lc, it increases as Lc ∝ Ek1/3. The physical width
of the autocorrelation increases as well but at a smaller rate.
Therefore, the ratio RA shows an increase with increasing Ek.

B. Flow coherence along the rotation axis

Up to now, we examined the spatial vorticity autocorrela-
tions at z = 0.8H for the entire plane consisting of the plumes
(columns) and the intervening regions. However, in this sec-
tion the coherent structures (plumes or columns) are examined
separately from the regions between the columns or plumes.
For this purpose, we are first required to detect the region pop-
ulated by the plumes (columns). A widely used method for
the vortex detection is the so-called Q-criterion method.37 For
a three-dimensional flow field a vortex is defined as a spatial
region where

Q =
1
2

(| |Ω̃| |2 − ||S| |2) > 0, (7)

with Ω̃ and S the antisymmetric and symmetric parts of the
velocity gradient tensor, respectively. In this equation, the

operator ||A|| is the Euclidean norm

| |A| | =
√

Tr (AAT ). (8)

Figure 9 shows snapshots of the isosurfaces of Q= 0.5Qrms,
where Qrms is the root mean square of Q at the time of the
snapshot. This threshold is introduced only for the purpose
of a better illustration. The isosurfaces are plotted for three
different cases: weakly rotating Rayleigh–Bénard turbulence,
plume state, and cellular state. Figure 9(a) shows the isosur-
face of Q for a weakly rotating Rayleigh–Bénard turbulence
case (RaEk4/3 = 3644 and Pr = 6.7). As can be seen from the
figure, there are no clear vertical correlations for this case. In
Figure 9(b), the vertically aligned plumes become apparent
for RaEk4/3 = 120 (plume state). For small values of RaEk4/3,
see Figure 9(c) for RaEk4/3 = 18, the cells are the main fea-
tures of the flow. The blue and red colored surfaces represent
the down-going (cold) and up-going (hot) plumes (columns),
respectively.

The first parameter we examine is the variation of the
vorticity along the axis of rotation. Figure 10 shows the
color plot of the vorticity autocorrelation along the rotation
axis. The starting point of the autocorrelation is located at
z = 0.96H and the final point is at z = 0.762H. The autocor-
relation is calculated only in the points where the condition
Q > 0 at z = 0.96H is satisfied. As can be seen from the
graph, a gradual decrease in the coherence is observable. The
simulations show similar trends.6 However, they found more
coherence for small RaEk4/3 values and less coherence for
large RaEk4/3 values compared to the experiments. Note that
the sign of vorticity will flip as we move down far enough in a
column;38,39 the vortical plumes spin down as they approach
the center. This property dictates a gradual decrease in the vor-
ticity value (decorrelation) regardless of the RaEk4/3 values.
Hence, another criterion which does not depend on the height
is more appropriate. Thus, a binary function A is introduced as

A =



1, if Q > 0,

0, otherwise.
(9)

The gradual decrease in the vertical vorticity value is not
reflected in the binary function A. Thus, A is a more suitable
representative of how far the plumes (columns) extend into the
bulk.

FIG. 9. Isosurfaces of Q for (a) RaEk4/3 = 3644 (weakly rotating Rayleigh–Bénard turbulence, Ek = 6.8 × 10−5, Ra = 1.3 × 109 and Pr = 6.7), (b) RaEk4/3

= 120, and (c) RaEk4/3 = 18. The blue surfaces represent the cold plumes and red are the hot plumes.
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FIG. 10. Color plot of the autocorrelation of the vorticity as a function of
height for different RaEk4/3 values. The “spike” in the plot at RaEk4/3 = 63
depicts a stronger correlation than the adjacent values, but it is still within the
accuracy range.

The autocorrelation of the binary function A is plotted
in Figure 11. The vertical axis represents the autocorrelation
coefficient and the horizontal axis is z/H, where z/H = 1 is
at the top plate. The horizontal axis starts at z = 0.96H since
the autocorrelation is calculated only on the points starting at
z = 0.96H. It can be seen that there is a rather abrupt drop
down to z = 0.92H and then the autocorrelation shows an
approximately linear decay. The first abrupt drop is a direct
consequence of the measurement noise. In other words, the
Q-criterion approach identifies some points as a vortex (the
binary number for a vortex region is 1) which become uncor-
related (the binary number for a non-vortex region is 0) at short
distances. The effect of the noise vanishes for larger distances.

It is possible to fit a line Rz
A = α

z
H +γ to the part where the

autocorrelation shows a linear decay and take the slope α as the
decay rate at which the plumes become uncorrelated. Figure 12
shows α as a function of RaEk4/3. Note that α = 0 indicates a
fully vertically correlated flow field. The α values in Figure 12
are compatible with the transition observed at RaEk4/3 ' 70;
the decay rate of the slope as a function of RaEk4/3 is larger for
RaEk4/3 . 70 compared to that for RaEk4/3 & 70. Note that
α decreases with increasing RaEk4/3, indicating that the flow

FIG. 11. Autocorrelation of the binary function A for RaEk4/3 = 18 and 212.

FIG. 12. The slopes α of the linear fit Rz
A = α

z
H +γ to the autocorrelation of

A as a function of RaEk4/3. The dashed black line is located at RaEk4/3 = 70
and the solid black lines are guides to the eye through the experimental data
points for RaEk4/3 . 70 and RaEk4/3 & 70.

coherence along the axis of rotation decreases with increasing
RaEk4/3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the geostrophic regime of rapidly rotat-
ing turbulent convection with laboratory experiments based
on classical tools: a table-top convection cell with a height
of 0.2 m filled with water as the working fluid. We use
two different optical flow diagnostic techniques: 3D-PTV and
time-resolved PIV.

We pushed the boundaries of our experimental setting to
determine if and how far we can enter the geostrophic regime
of rapidly rotating convention using a conventional Rayleigh–
Bénard convection cell. To achieve this goal, we compare
our experimental data of the spatial vorticity autocorrelations
with the spatial temperature autocorrelations from the simu-
lations of the asymptotic equations, taken from Ref. 8. Sur-
prisingly, most of the reported observations are well reflected
in our experimental dataset. This is not guaranteed a pri-
ori as we deal with an experiment with boundary layers
on top, bottom, and sidewalls and inevitably nonideality
(e.g., heat loss and centrifugal buoyancy), in comparison to
simulations with stress-free conditions at the plates and no
sidewall.

The dependence of the spatial autocorrelations on Ek is
investigated. It is observed that the spatial vorticity autocorre-
lations are different for two data sets with equal RaEk4/3 but
different Ek. Our findings show that the width of the (dimen-
sionless) spatial vorticity autocorrelation becomes smaller
with increasing Ek. It is worth pointing out that the physical
(dimensional) width of the autocorrelation actually increases
with Ek. Finally, the autocorrelations of the vorticity (and a
binary function based on the Q-criterion) along the axis of
rotation are examined. The results show an increase in the
vertical coherence with decrease in RaEk4/3.

We show that we can indeed reach the geostrophic regime
of rapidly rotating convection using conventional convec-
tion cells. Furthermore, these experimental data provide sup-
port for the asymptotic approach. We find a good agreement
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between experimental and simulation data by examining dif-
ferent parameters and we show that it is possible to reproduce
the basic signatures of the asymptotic solutions in an exper-
iment. This proves that we can definitely learn more from
the asymptotically reduced equations and further attention to
this theory in the rapidly rotating convection community is
encouraged.

We are currently developing a rotating four-meter-tall
convection cell combined with a stereoscopic PIV system
which enables further exploration of the geostrophic regime
and will allow for more extensive comparisons to the asymp-
totic simulations.
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APPENDIX: TEMPORAL VORTICITY
AUTOCORRELATION

As discussed in Sec. III A, the spatial vorticity autocor-
relation can be employed to study the geostrophic regime.
Therefore, it is expected that the temporal vorticity autocorre-
lation also provides insight into the geostrophic regime. The
temporal vorticity autocorrelation is defined as

Rτω(τ) =
〈ω(x, y, z, t)ω(x, y, z, t + τ)〉〈

ω2(x, y, z, t)
〉 , (A1)

where τ is the time lag. The temporal vorticity autocorrelation
is plotted in Figure 13(a) as a function of τ and RaEk4/3. The
horizontal axis is nondimensionalized by the buoyancy time
scale Tb, see Tables I and II. The temporal vorticity autocor-
relations show a faster decorrelation with increasing RaEk4/3.
Similar behavior is observed in Ref. 8 for temperature auto-
correlations. Figure 13(b) shows the dimensionless values of
the half-width of the temporal vorticity autocorrelations (Thw)

FIG. 14. Ucoh/urms as a function of RaEk4/3. The dashed black line is located
at RaEk4/3 = 70 and the solid black lines are guides to the eye through the
experimental data points for RaEk4/3 . 70 and RaEk4/3 & 70.

as a function of RaEk4/3. The data from the simulations show
noticeably larger Thw (the simulation data are not shown here,
see Ref. 8 for more details), approximately six times larger
than those of the experiments; the reason behind this discrep-
ancy is not known. However, simulations show similar trends
for the temporal autocorrelation as those of the experiments.
Similar to the spatial autocorrelation, a change in the slope
occurs in the vicinity of RaEk4/3 ' 70.

Nieves et al. used the temporal autocorrelation as an indi-
cation of how long it takes for a coherent structure to pass
through a fixed point in space, i.e., the temporal autocorre-
lation can also be expressed as the velocity of a coherent
structure (Ucoh) divided by its width. Therefore, the velocity of
a coherent structure can be written as the half-width of the spa-
tial vorticity autocorrelation (Lhw) divided by the half-width
of the temporal vorticity autocorrelation;8 Ucoh = Lhw/Thw .
Figure 14 shows Ucoh/urms, where urms is the root-mean-square

of the horizontal velocity fluctuations, uh =

√
u2

x + u2
y with

ux and uy the velocity components in the x and y directions,
respectively. As can be seen from the graph, the ratio Ucoh/urms

becomes larger with increase in RaEk4/3. The simulations are
plotted as black stars in Figure 14 and they show a decent
agreement for RaEk4/3 . 100. Note that the numerical data
for RaEk4/3 = 140 from the simulations are for the geostrophic-
turbulence state (Pr = 1), so no quantitative agreement is to be
expected.

FIG. 13. (a) Color plot of the temporal
vorticity autocorrelation from the 3D-
PTV data as a function of RaEk4/3 and
(b) the half width of the temporal vor-
ticity autocorrelation from 3D-PTV and
PIV divided by the buoyancy time scale
Tb (see Table I) as a function of RaEk4/3.
The dashed black line is located at
RaEk4/3 = 70 and the solid black lines
are guides to the eye through the exper-
imental data points for RaEk4/3 . 70
and RaEk4/3 & 70.
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To summarize, although the experimental data show a
faster temporal decorrelation (faster flow motions) than sim-
ulations, the ratio of Ucoh/urms shows a good match with the
simulation data.
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